Sonoma County
Animal Servcies
Foster
Program

WELCOME TO THE SONOMA COUNTY ANIMAL
SHELTER FOSTER PROGRAM!
You are an important part of our mission at Sonoma
County Animal Services!
We have 2 primary functions:
1. to protect our community through law enforcement and education and
2. to ensure that animals in our agency are provided with compassionate
individualized care until they can be reunited with their families, placed into new
homes, transferred to rescue partners, or humanely euthanized.

Department of Health Services:
Interim Director - Tina Rivera
Public Health Division:
Director - Sundari R. Mase
Animal Services:
Operations Manager – Brian Whipple

Field Services Supervisor – Kevin Davis
Program Analyst – Chanel Brock
Shelter Supervisor – Emma Diemert
Technicians:
Missy Paik
Erin Willenborg

Michael Jones
Edward Kimball

YOUR CONTRIBUTION FROM FOSTERING:
Foster Families allow kennel stressed, under socialized,
underweight, and injured animals to become or remain
adoptable and healthy while helping to relieve the strain
on the shelter. This helps to increase adoptions in the
shelter and in foster homes.

WHY FOSTER CARE IS SO IMPORTANT…
•Overpopulation in the shelter is hard on everyone, especially the
animals. There have been times when there just isn’t enough room
for all of the animals brought to the shelter.
•Many animals at the shelter have suppressed immune systems and
are very susceptible to disease. They may also become carriers
and quickly spread disease to other shelter residents.
•Most young and some adult animals entering the shelter have had
little contact with people. When they return from foster care, they
are more friendly, social, adoptable pets.

HOW THE PROCESS BEGINS…
•SCAS is an “open admission shelter” which means we accept every
stray animal that comes to us (except for the felines that can
become part of the Community Cat program).
•Staff makes foster recommendations for special needs animals and
then calls the foster families best suited to care for the needs of
individual animals or litters.
•When foster volunteers receive a request to foster, they can then
discuss with the technicians the needs of the animal(s) and their
availability.

WHY SHOULD YOU FOSTER?
•Fostering is a great opportunity for children to learn responsibility
and compassion.
•Fostering allows you to work hands-on with homeless animals in the
comfort and convenience of your own home.
•Fostering is ideal for people who appreciate the contributions
companion animals make to our lives but may not be able to make
a long-term commitment to a pet.

FOSTERING DURING COVID-19:
•After completing your application to foster, you should receive a
confirmation e-mail from a technician about the status of your
application. They will provide information on next steps.
•After you have an animal in foster care, you will be given specific
instructions on how to proceed when visiting the shelter for your foster’s
needs:
• SCAS is still closed to the public

WHAT SUPPLIES DO I NEED IN ORDER TO FOSTER?
•SCAS will be able to assist you with supplies in
order to foster.
•We cannot reimburse you for any purchases
made for your foster pet but save your receipts
because they can be used as a tax deduction.

•You must use our veterinary staff for nonemergent medical issues or check ups.

THE FOSTER PROCESS:
•SCAS retains ownership rights to animals in foster care until the
adoption process is complete
•You are in encouraged to find adopters for your fosters, but
remember all potential adopters must abide by all SCAS adoption
policies and contracts
•Adoption fees and information can be found on our website

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING FOSTERING:
•There can be health risks to your own pets during foster. Your pets should be vaccinated and
healthy.

•Foster pets should not interact or visit with your own pets without a proper introduction. This is to
prevent injury to the fosters as well as to your own pets.
• In order to foster with another dog present in the home, a dog-to-dog meeting must be
coordinated with staff.
•Families should be prepared for the impact new animals may have on their routine and belongings.
Be prepared for unscheduled vet visits, extra time spent caring for fosters, including caring for
foster pets throughout the night.
•It can be difficult to return animals for adoption. Remember, you have provided these animals with
a new beginning, and an opportunity for them to make another family as happy as they’ve made
you.
•Fostering can be an emotional experience. Illness and death of a foster can be devastating, and
while we consider it to be a final option, euthanasia may be necessary. Fosters should consider the
impact this would have on their family and discuss this possibility with their children.

FOSTER CARE MANUAL PROVIDES INFORMATION:
•Illnesses, symptoms of disease, causes, and other health concerns

•Basic care of animals
•Sanitation and cleaning procedures and advice
•Socialization and development stages of animals
•Emergency advice and contact information
•Foster resumes and adoption procedures
•Be sure to read over your manual and keep a copy accessible

HELPFUL TIPS:
•Bleach should be used to disinfect laundry and fostering area,
using 1 part bleach, and 32 parts water. 3–5-minute sanitation
time. Surfaces should be cleaned with a detergent first.
•Do not give kittens milk. We can provide milk replacer if necessary.
•Do not use sand litter for kittens.
•Use shredded newspaper when caring for an animal after surgery.
•You can always use a heating pad, or hot water bottles to make
foster pets more comfortable. Wrap these tools with a towel and
prevent your fosters from chewing cords.

SOCIALIZATION & PLAYTIME:
•Sleep is very important to infant kittens and puppies. Avoid waking
them to play or handle them.
•Fosters kittens and puppies must be kept inside at all times.

•REMINDER: Foster pets should not interact or visit with your own
pets without a proper introduction. This is to prevent injury to your
pet or the foster pet.
•Your pet(s) should be vaccinated and healthy to prevent illness.

KENNEL COUGH, URI, & OTHER CONDITIONS:
•Please use your “foster intuition” and if something doesn’t seem right, contact one of the technicians
at the shelter ASAP.
•Diarrhea, vomiting, hair loss, sneezing, and lethargy should be reported to a shelter tech.
•Lack of appetite, hiding, failure to groom, and weight loss should also be carefully monitored and
reported to a shelter tech.
•Illness and dehydration can be fatal to kittens and puppies very quickly.

•Kennel Cough is the common name for a highly contagious canine upper respiratory disease
commonly seen in dogs who are exposed to many other dogs in places such as animal shelters and
boarding kennels. Symptoms such as dry cough (honking), gagging , and runny nose may indicate
kennel cough.
•URI (upper respiratory infection) is often referred to as a “cold” in cats and kittens. It may be
highly contagious to other cats, and can threaten the entire population in a shelter environment.
Symptoms such as sneezing, runny eyes, squinting eyes, appearance of the 3rd eyelids, and
lethargy may indicate URI.

QUESTIONS, CONCERNS, & EMERGENCIES:
•If you have a question or concern about your foster animal(s),
please call the shelter and speak to a technician at any time. We
are here to support you and your family.
•In the event of a medical emergency, please try to stabilize the
animal, contact the shelter and bring the animal to the shelter or to
an otherwise authorized emergency vet to be examined as soon as
possible.

•There is no such thing as a silly question or an unnecessary worry. If
you think you might see a problem or simply want to know more
about your observations, call the shelter and speak to a technician.

WHEN NATURE TAKES IT’S COURSE:
•If an animal passes in your care, please notify a shelter technician
and return the body to the shelter ASAP. We will perform a
necropsy to determine the cause of death, and to hopefully
prevent further illness.

•Fading kitten syndrome is very difficult to diagnose, and is usually
not treatable. It’s often a result of poor nutrition during pregnancy,
birth defects, or other drug or environmental factors.
•About 20%-40% of kittens born will not survive past 12 weeks of
age.

THANK YOU!
Your time, dedication, and compassion is very much appreciated by
the entire staff at Sonoma County Animal Services. We are
grateful for the amount of effort and emotion you put into your
foster animal(s).

You are truly making a difference in the lives of the animals
you foster!

